Licenced to kill?

Original concept by Dr Scott Weingart,
EmCrit blog author
Guns don’t kill, people kill..

- Accidentally
- Intentionally
- You need a licence to own and operate a firearm, legally
- What about intubation/airway management?
Can you intubate?
Should you intubate?
Are there alternatives?

A Truhlara, D Ferson. Use of the LMA Supreme in prehospital difficult airway management, 2008 case report.
Oxygenation at all costs!
Do this

http://www.epmonthly.com/archives/features/no-desat-/
Not this
Nor this
Know these
Please use this
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Be prepared for this

http://www.schockraummanagement.de/034c4a98d312f40ae/034c4a98d312f7eb2/034c4a98d313113b6/034c4a98d31332cc6.htm
Then, You will still be armed but not as dangerous

http://medinfo2.psu.ac.th/anesth/education/trauma1.html